Dear Parent,

We have made great progress with our traffic situation with cooperation from most parents. However, we are still facing the problem of defaulters, especially during special pick-ups and events, so we have now set ourselves a target of zero defaulters with the drive commencing from 1st August, for which we need your whole-hearted cooperation.

With this goal in mind, we have put together a 4 minute animated movie available on the Aravali microsite under the newly created Traffic tab (link www.tsrso.org Aravali junior & senior microsite traffic plan tab). The movie highlights the do’s and don’ts of the plan. Do take out some time to watch it along with your ward for greater understanding of the Traffic Management Plan. Additionally, there is a special message for parents/drivers of senior students for afternoon pick-up, to arrive just in time to reduce the pressure on parking, which if followed by all, will make a huge difference in easing the traffic situation in the afternoon.

The Traffic Plan can now also be easily accessed on the same Traffic tab, along with all relevant circulars for your convenience.

In addition, during parent orientations, we have circulated plastic colour-coded traffic cards clearly identifying drop/pick-up/parking/no stopping zones. We hope this will help you when you come for meetings/events/exam or special drop off/pick-up. In case you have not received these, you may collect them from the school reception.

The Traffic Plan is as relevant for bus parents on days the child misses the bus or has a special drop/pick up, as this group unknowingly adds to daily defaulters.

Most of you have seen for yourselves the streamlined movement of school cars along with free flow it non-school/condominium traffic. This helps us demonstrate the school’s core value of Sensitivity for others and reinforce in our children a strong responsibility towards community and environment. As a school we expect all parents to partner with us in ensuring smooth traffic outside school at all times. Do also remind your drivers and members of the family who may be doing the drop / pick-ups of these requirements.

We look forward to your cooperation and active involvement of our children so that together with our traffic team, we reach the goal of zero defaulters.

Sapna Dimri
Principal – Junior School

Sudha Sahay
Principal – Senior School
THE SHRI RAM SCHOOL TRAFFIC PLAN – MORNING
Summer 7.30 - 8 a.m.; Winter 8 -8.30 a.m.

Children PLEASE NOTE:
- Get off ONLY at Drop-off zones NOT in second lane or right lane
- After getting off, use pavement between Drop zones 1 and 2 (follow the blue arrows)
- Use inner pavement to proceed from main road to school gate

- Strictly NO STOPPING or Parking on right lane; parking as indicated only
- Avoid parking; drop-off & drive off
- School cars MUST approach Drop-off zone in SINGLE LANE ONLY on left side of busses; do not reach Drop-off Zone 1 if you wish to park
- There is no drop-off zone after RP2 barrier; cars bypassing drop-zones will not be permitted to stop after RP2 barrier, but must proceed till Hamilton gate, park and walk back
- DROP-OFF ZONE operates on driveway concept- stop only for alighting; no waiting or overtaking
THE SHRI RAM SCHOOL TRAFFIC PLAN – AFTERNOON
Summer 2.00 – 2.40p.m.; Winter 2.30 – 3.10p.m.

NO PARKING - NO STOPPING - NO STANDING
FREE FLOW FOR NON-SCHOOL TRAFFIC

Children PLEASE NOTE:
- Use inner pavement to proceed from main road to school gate
- Ensure you board your car ONLY on pick-up zones, not on keep-clear zones, right lanes or second lanes
- Wait on pavements and DO NOT BLOCK cars at entry/exits

- Pick-up zones 1 & 2 operate on a driveway concept to pick up students already waiting.
- If child has not reached, please park & walk to pick-up zone
- Waiting here NOT PERMITTED
- Approach in SINGLE LANE ONLY
- No pick-up or double parking at/near Hamilton
- Senior school cars must time arrival after 2.30pm(summer)* to avoid occupying limited parking slots, simply pick up and drive off.
- Same pick-up model operates for non-standard time pick-ups due to exams/late stay, etc.
THE SHRI RAM SCHOOL TRAFFIC PLAN – DAYTIME/EVENTS PARKING

*Timings indicated below are for summer; winter timings are 30 minutes later

- STRICTLY NO PARKING on right lane at all hours except after Hamilton gate; keep free flow for non-school traffic
- Strictly no double parking
- Parallel parking on main road
- Diagonal parking on service lanes
- Parking areas shown in green; please note restricted timings specified*
- Morning Drop-off zone MUST be free of parked cars: 7.30-8am*
- Do not reach free-flow Drop-off zone during this time if you wish to park
- Afternoon: pick-up zones MUST be free of parked cars by 2.00 pm (summer)*